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values. This scenario will also imply an unprecedented increase of simulation and collision data to
transfer, process and store in disk and tape systems. The Spanish WLCG sites that support CMS,
the PIC Tier-1 and the CIEMAT Tier-2 have explored content delivery network type solutions in the
Spanish region. One of the possible solutions under development has been the deployment of caches
between the two sites that store the data requested by the jobs remotely, so that they get closer to the
nodes to improve their job efficiency and input data transfer latency. In this contribution, we analyze
the impact of deploying physical caches in production in the CMS region between PIC and CIEMAT,
as well as the impact they have on job efficiency, latency and bandwidth gains, and potential storage
savings.

Significance:

The relevance of this contribution is to discuss the results of the new data management system in the
Spanish CMS region in convergence with the WLCG-DOMA data challenges.
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Product Jacobi-Theta Boltzmann machines with score matching
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We introduce a restricted version of the Riemann-Theta Boltzmann machine, a generalization of the
Boltzmann machine with continuous visible and discrete integer valued hidden states. Though the
normalizing higher dimensional Riemann-Theta function does not factorize, the restricted version
can be trained efficiently with the method of score matching, which is based on the Fisher diver-
gence. At hand of several common two dimensional datasets, we show that the quality of the fits
obtained are comparable to state-of-the-art density estimation techniques such as normalizing flows
or kernel density estimation. We also discuss how some of these methods can converge to an over-
fitted solution and we try to quantify this overfitting behavior.
Furthermore, we show that our model is less likely to converge to such non ideal solutions.
We also prove that the recursive calculation of the one dimensional Riemann-Theta function can be
extended to the calculation of the first and second order gradients.
We also hint at the possibility of using the density estimated by this model
to perform multi-dimensional integration using Monte Carlo methods with a particular focus on
High Energy Physics applications.

Significance:
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The major updates on the Riemann-Theta Boltzmann machine are the possibility to train efficiently
systems with more than 2 hidden layer thanks to the method of score matching. We also present a novel
way to
quantify the overfitting through the surface fractal dimension.
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Optimizing electron and photon reconstruction using deep learn-
ing: application to the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter
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The reconstruction of electrons and photons in CMS depends on topological clustering of the energy
deposited by an incident particle in different crystals of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL).
These clusters are formed by aggregating neighbouring crystals according to the expected topology
of an electromagnetic shower in the ECAL. The presence of upstream material (beampipe, tracker and
support structures) causes electrons and photons to start showering before reaching the calorimeter.
This effect, combined with the 3.8T CMS magnetic field, leads to energy being spread in several clus-
ters around the primary one. It is essential to recover the energy contained in these satellite clusters
in order to achieve the best possible energy resolution for physics analyses.

Historically satellite clusters have been associated to the primary cluster using a purely topological
algorithm which does not attempt to remove spurious energy deposits from additional pileup inter-
actions (PU). The performance of this algorithm is expected to degrade during LHC Run 3 (2022+)
because of the larger average PU levels and the increasing levels of noise due to the ageing of the
ECAL detector. New methods are being investigated that exploit state-of-the-art deep learning archi-
tectures like Graph Neural Networks (GNN) and self-attention algorithms. These more sophisticated
models improve the energy collection and are more resilient to PU and noise.

This contribution covers the model optimization results and the steps to put it in production inside
the realistic CMS reconstruction sequence. The impact on the electron and photon energy resolution
and tests of the resiliency of the algorithm to the changing detector conditions are shown.

Significance:

The topic of this talk has been shown for the first time at ACAT2021. This new contribution
will cover the process to put the ML algorithm into production in the CMS software and the optimization
of the model to obtain the final physics performance for electron and photon reconstruction and the best
computational efficiency.
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